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The benefits of introducing heating, CO2 supply, ventilation and LED lighting in a Chinese

solar greenhouse are investigated. To that end, a two time-scale receding horizon optimal

control system is assumed to accompany the introduction. The model of the Chinese solar

greenhouse dynamics used by the optimal control system incorporates the effect of a north

wall, present in any Chinese solar greenhouse. This wall stores heat during the day and

releases heat at night to improve temperature. The optimal control system also takes

control of a thermal blanket, that can be partly opened and closed to reduce heat loss to the

environment. Apart from performing real-time optimal control, the optimal control system

enables computation of improvements in terms of profit. Finally the feasibility of real-time

implementation of the two time-scale receding horizon optimal control system on a per-

sonal computer is verified.

© 2018 IAgrE. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Chinese solar greenhouse (CSG) is a simple, effective

construction to detach cultivation from external weather or to

benefit from it. It has a roof made of plastic, glass or other

materials and a thermal blanket that can be (partly) opened

and closed to reduce heat loss to the environment. Further-

more a so-called north wall is present that stores heat during

the day while releasing it at night. This is intended to improve

temperature, especially to prevent too low temperatures at

night (Li, 2005). This type of greenhouse is wide-spread in

China. A schematic is shown in Fig. 1. Although a traditional

CSG is designed to keep the greenhouse temperature above a
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certain level, based on “worst case” outside climate condi-

tions, extra heating (Fang, Yang, & SUN, 2010; Wang, Bai, &

Liu, 2002) is needed in some CSGs due to violations of these

“worst case” climate conditions. Recent technological de-

velopments make it relatively easy to supply heat, CO2,

ventilation and artificial light in such a greenhouse. Moreover

their supply can be performed by an advanced, two time-scale

receding horizon optimal control system that is easily imple-

mented on a personal computer (Xu, Du, & van Willigenburg,

2018). In this way the lower bound on greenhouse tempera-

ture, and also other constraints and objectives, can still be

satisfied if “worst case” climate conditions are violated. By

means of simulations, this paper shows that introducing

these additional supplies, together with the advanced two
urg).
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Nomenclature

Symbol and Physical meaning with Values (Unit)

Ub position of the thermal blanket

cai,ou heat transmission coefficient through the

greenhouse cover, 6.1 (W m�2 �C�1)

crad,phot solar light use efficiency, 3.55 10�9 (kg J�1)

a influence of Ub on cai,ou, 2.4 (W m�2 �C�1)

4phot,c gross canopy photosynthesis rate, (kg m�2 s�1)

cpl,d effective canopy surface, 53 (m2 kg�1)

Xd crop dry mass, (kg m�2)

Vrad solar radiation outside the greenhouse, (W m�2)

XT air temperature in the greenhouse, (�C)
Xc carbon dioxide concentration in greenhouse,

(kg m�3)

cG carbon dioxide compensation point, 5.2 10�5

(kg m�3)

cco2,1 temperature effect on CO2 diffusion in leaves, 5.11

10�6 (m s�1 �C�2)

cco2,2 temperature effect on CO2 diffusion in leaves, 2.30

10�4 (m s�1 �C�1)

cco2,3 temperature effect on CO2 diffusion in leaves, 6.29

10�4 (m s�1)

Ul electric power for generating supplemental

artificial light, (W m�2)

clight,phot supplemental artificial light use efficiency, 6.256

10�9 (kg J�1)

ε light use efficiency, 17 10�9 (kg J�1)

cpar ratio of photosynthetically active radiation to total

solar radiation, 0.5

crad,rf transmission coefficient of the roof for solar

radiation, 0.42

hlight transfer efficiency of electricity to supplemental

artificial light, 0.736

Xw north wall temperature, (�C)
rw mass density of wall, 1700 (kg m�3)

Cw specific heat capacity of wall, 1050 (J kg�1 �C�1)

Vw volume of wall per greenhouse area, 0.168 (M)

cws solar absorptivity of wall, 0.8

Ain heat transfer coefficient of inner wall surface, 8.7

(W m�2 �C�1)

Aout heat transfer coefficient of outer wall surface, 23

(W m�2 �C�1)

Aw area of wall per greenhouse area, 0.28 (m2 m�2)

t time, (S)

Xh humidity concentration in greenhouse, (kg m�3)

cab yield factor, 0.544

cresp,d respiration rate in terms of respired dry matter,

2.65 10�7 (s�1)

ccap,c volumetric capacity of greenhouse air for carbon

dioxide, 4.1 (M)

ccap,h volumetric capacity of greenhouse air for

humidity, 4.1 (M)

ccap,q heat capacity of greenhouse air, 30000 (J m�2 �C�1)

ccap,w heat capacity of the north wall, 3.00 105 (J

m�2 �C�1)

Uc supply rate of carbon dioxide, (kg m�2 s�1)

Uq energy supply by the heating system, (W m�2)

Uv ventilation rate, (m s�1)

4vent,c mass exchange of carbon dioxide through the

vents, (kg m�2 s�1)

Qvent,q energy exchange by ventilation and transmission

through the cover, (W m�2)

Qrad,q heat load by solar radiation, (W m�2)

4transp,h canopy transpiration, (kg m�2 s�1)

4vent,h mass exchange of humidity through the vents,

(kg m�2 s�1)

Qws heat absorbed by the north wall, (W m�2)

Qwin heat transferred from north wall to inside

greenhouse, (W m�2)

Qwout heat transferred from north wall to outside

greenhouse, (W m�2)

cleak leakage air exchange through greenhouse cover,

0.75 10�4 (m s�1)

Vc carbon dioxide concentration outside the

greenhouse, (kg m�3)

VT outdoor temperature, (�C)
Vh outdoor humidity concentration, (kg m�3)

ccap,q,v heat capacity per volume unit of greenhouse air,

1290 (J m�3 �C�1)

crad,q heat load coefficient due to solar radiation, 0.2

cv,pl,ai canopy transpirationmass transfer coefficient, 3.6

10�3 (m s�1)

cv,1 parameter defining saturation water vapour

pressure, 9348(J m�3)

cv,2 parameter defining saturation water vapour

pressure, 17.4

cv,3 parameter defining saturation water vapour

pressure, 239 (�C)
cR gas constant, 8314 (J�1 K�1 kmol�1)

cT,abs temperature in Kelvin at 0 �C, 273.15 (K)

P profit, ($ m�2)

t0 start time of optimisation interval, (s)

tf end time of optimisation interval, (s)

cpri,1 parameter defining price of lettuce, 0.954 ($ m�2)

cpri,2 parameter defining price of lettuce, 8.48 ($ m�2)

cq price of heating energy, 3.366 10�9 ($ J�1)

cco2 costs of carbon dioxide supply, 22.26 10�2 ($ kg�1)

cv price of ventilation, 2.226 10�6 ($ m�3)

cel price of supplemental light, 1.325 10�8 ($ J�1)

ls co-state of crop dry mass, ($ kg�1)

RXh relative humidity, (100%)
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time-scale receding horizon optimal control system, signifi-

cantly improves the profit that is obtained from lettuce culti-

vation in CSG's.
Past research on cultivations in the CSG partly concerned

hardware development (Ding, Wang, Li, & Wang, 2009). Ma,
Han, and Li (2010) developed software to simulate and pre-

dict the thermal environment in the solar greenhouse. Sun

et al. (2013) designed an active heat storage-release system

incorporating a heat pump applicable to solar greenhouse

heating. Wang et al. (2014) analysed the thermal performance

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2018.05.002
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Fig. 1 e Schematic of the CSG construction.
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of three different north wall materials to optimise the north

wall design. Experimental results published by de Zwart (2016)

suggest that tomato crop production can be improved signif-

icantly by introducing an active heat storage release system.

Wang et al. (2017) reviewed the integration of solar technology

into modern greenhouses in China. The improvements are

promising and show a growing need for economic optimisa-

tion. But modern greenhouses are still rare in China. Almost

all these investigations intend to keep the greenhouses energy

neutral, like the original CSG which has almost no automatic

control equipment installed.

Although a lot of research has been performed on the CSG,

its control is mostly assumed to be performed by hand, or

conventional set-point controllers. One notable exception is

presented by Li et al. (2017) who perform optimal energy

management and risk assessment of a CSG at two levels.

Optimal control systems enable economic optimisation, but

one must keep in mind that optimality relates to a model of

the greenhouse and crop as well as predictions of the external

weather that are imperfect. By means of feedback the sub-

optimality caused by these imperfections can be very much

limited. In our control system, feedback is realised by per-

forming receding horizon optimal control.

van Ooteghem (2007) considered optimal control of a Dutch

solar greenhouse. The Dutch solar greenhouses are different

from the CSG in that they have a fixed roof of glass with

windows that can be opened and closed and no walls to store

heat. Also they have a heating system and supply of CO2 and

often a thermal screen inside the greenhouse that can be

partly opened and closed. In addition to this, the Dutch solar

greenhouse considered by van Ooteghem has a sophisticated

heat storage-release system including an aquifer and an op-

portunity to dehumidify with heat recovery. The research of

van Ooteghem concerned a feasibility study and the Dutch

solar greenhouse is not in use yet. But the thorough
mathematical modelling of different parts of the Dutch solar

greenhouse as well as photosynthesis form important bases

for modelling different types of greenhouses and crops. In

addition optimal control enables economic comparisons.

As to supplemental artificial lighting, Heuvelink and Challa

(1989) performed dynamic optimisation to calculate break-

even points. Their results were based on high pressure so-

dium (HPS) lighting. Supplemental light was included into

optimal greenhouse climate control by Ioslovich (2009). The

influence of continuous light on plants was reviewed by

Velez-Ramirez, van Ieperen, Vreugdenhil, and Millenaar

(2011). Interestingly, they found that lettuce, the crop

considered in this paper, grows very well under continuous

(day and night) artificial lighting. Singh, Basu, Meinhardt-

Wollweber, and Roth (2015) found that the efficiency of sup-

plemental LED lighting is 4 times that of HPS lighting. Wang

et al. (2017) reviewed the importance of introducing LED

lighting to modern greenhouses. Both reveal the significance

of adding supplemental lighting to the economic optimal

control of greenhouse cultivation.

To realise economic optimisation in current Chinese (solar)

greenhouses the two time-scale receding horizon optimal

control systemproposed in this paper is highly appropriate for

the following reasons. It can be implemented in real-time on a

personal computer and can handle all sorts of economic

criteria and equipment installed to control the greenhouse

climate. Specifically we consider the improvement of profit by

installing this control system in combination with supply of

heat, CO2, ventilation and artificial light. As opposed to other

research concerning Chinese (solar) greenhouses, our supply

of heat and artificial light in particular does not keep the

greenhouse energy neutral. But since these can be realised

relatively easy, thanks to recent technological developments,

they are interesting opportunities to significantly raise profit

without changing the CSG construction. Of course this does

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2018.05.002
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not mean to say that this construction should not be

improved. For example the north wall stores, and thus

momentarily takes away, part of the heat supplied to the

greenhouse. So this research aims at significant economic

improvements realisable in current CSGs.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Greenhouse-crop model

2.1.1. Introduction
Sophisticated dynamic models of greenhouses and crops still

lack high accuracy (Ioslovich, 2009; Ioslovich, Gutman &

Linker, 2009). Therefore we decided to compromise on

model complexity to improve the efficiency of on-line optimal

control computations. To allow for a proper understanding

and interpretation, a white box model is chosen. For Dutch

greenhouses (DG) such a greenhouse-crop model was pre-

sented by van Henten (2003). Using results from the literature

we adjusted this model and extended it with a thermal blan-

ket, supplemental light, and a north wall to represent a CSG.

All results in this paper are obtained from simulations and

optimal control computations. Therefore they fully rely on our

CSG greenhouse-crop model. CSG construction details, which

vary over different regions in China, might be partly included

by adjusting lumped parameter values within the model,

because, like van Henten (2003), the model captures the main

features of the greenhouse, crop, and economics. If not,

additional model states have to be introduced. The crop

considered by van Henten (2003) is lettuce. Although lettuce is

a “winter crop”, not requiring toomuch heating, heating is still

vital to prevent violating lower bounds of temperature. These

violations regularly occur in parts of China. Since lettuce is a

“single harvest crop” it simplifies the modelling as well as

optimal control computations. The notation, units and sym-

bols are presented in the Nomenclature section. They comply

with the ones used by van Henten (2003). The old Dutch cur-

rency (Hfl) is converted into US dollar ($) with a ratio of 0.53.

2.1.2. Modelling the thermal blanket
To model the presence and control of a thermal blanket we

introduce a control input Ub ð0 � Ub � 1Þ that represents the

position of the thermal blanket. The value 0 means it is pulled

up, while 1 means it is pulled down. In the model of van

Henten (2003), parameter cai;ou represents the heat trans-

mission coefficient through the greenhouse cover

(6.1 W m�2 �C�1) and parameter crad;phot represents light use

efficiency (3.55 10�9 kg J�1). As in practice the thermal blanket

is only fully opened or closed, the influence of Ub on cai;ou and

crad;phot is modelled by,

cai;ou ¼ 6:1� aUb (1)

crad;phot ¼ 3:55$10�9ð1� UbÞ (2)

The linear dependence on Ub in Eqns. (1) and (2) results in

optimal control patterns of Ub that are bangebang, switching

mostly twice a day (see Fig. 10) complyingwith actual practice.

If the control is bangebang, the model needs to be accurate
only for Ub ¼ 0 and Ub ¼ 1. To achieve this, coefficient a in Eq.

(1) represents the influence of Ub on cai;ou. To specify the value

of awe refer to Ahamed, Guo, and Tanino (2016) and Tong and

Christopher (2017). Based on the thermal conductivity and

thickness of both greenhouse cover and the thermal blanket, a

is calculated as 2.4Wm�2 �C�1. Here we assume the CSG cover

to be the same as the one in van Henten (2003). This applies

especially to CSGs having a glass cover for better performance.

2.1.3. Modelling supplemental artificial light
Supplemental artificial light is modelled by control input Ul

being the corresponding electric power consumption. To

introduce supplemental artificial light in the model of van

Henten (2003), the expression,

crad;photVrad; (3)

representing the effect of external light in the model, is

changed into,

crad;photVrad þ clight;photUl; (4)

with clight;phot representing supplemental artificial light use effi-

ciency. This replacement explains how Eq. (13), to be presented

in the model synthesis section 2.1.5, is obtained from van

Henten (2003).According tovanHenten (1994) crad;phot is givenby,

crad;phot ¼ εcparcrad;rf (5)

In Eq. (5), ε ¼ 17 10�9 kg J�1 is light use efficiency, cpar ¼ 0.5

the ratio of photosynthetically active radiation to total solar

radiation, crad;rf ¼ 0.42 is the transmission coefficient of the

roof for solar radiation. These parameters may vary through

the season and during the day. The values specified here are

constant average values. Similarly, we define,

clight;phot ¼ εcparhlight (6)

In Eq. (6) hlight represents transfer efficiency of electricity to

supplemental artificial light. Combining results from

Heuvelink and Challa (1989), who consider HPS lighting, and

Singh et al. (2015) who compare this with LED lighting that is 4

times as efficient and used by us, we find hlight ¼ 0.736.

Accordingly clight;phot ¼ 6.256 10�9 kg J�1. We assume installa-

tion of one supplemental light (400 W) per m2 greenhouse.

Then 0 � Ul � 400W m�2.

2.1.4. Modelling of the north wall
Like Ahamed et al. (2016), we introduce a state Xw represent-

ing northwall temperature. Then the dynamics of Xw become,

rwCwVw
dXw

dt
¼ cws

�
crad;rfVrad þ hlightUl

�
� ainAwðXw � XTÞ

� aoutAwðXw � VTÞ (7)

We assume the north wall to be a clay brick wall with pa-

rameters specified by Wang et al. (2014) and de Zwart (2016).

2.1.5. Model synthesis
Applying the modifications mentioned so far to the

greenhouse-crop model of van Henten (2003), the greenhouse

modelwill have 4 states: greenhouse temperatureXT, humidity

Xh, CO2 concentration Xc, and north wall temperature Xw. The

cropmodel still hasonlyone state, cropdrymassXd. The crop is

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2018.05.002
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fully harvested at the end of the growing period. The first-order

differential equations representing the model are,

dXd

dt
¼ cab4phot;c � cresp;dXd2

ð0:1XT�2:5Þ (8)

dXc

dt
¼ 1

ccap;c
�
h

4phot;c þ cresp;dXd2
ð0:1XT�2:5Þ þ Uc � 4vent;c

i
(9)

dXT

dt
¼ 1

ccap;q

h
Uq � Qvent;q þ Qrad;q þ Qwin

i
(10)

dXh

dt
¼ 1

ccap;h

h
4transp;h þ 4vent;h

i
(11)

dXw

dt
¼ 1

ccap;w
½Qws � Qwin � Qwout� (12)

with,

4phot;c¼
�
1�e�cpl;dXd

�
�

�
crad;photVradþclight;photUl

� �� cco2;1X
2
Tþcco2;2XT�cco2;3

�ðXc�cGÞ�
crad;photVradþclight;photUl

�þ �� cco2;1X
2
Tþcco2;2XT�cco2;3

�ðXc�cGÞ
(13)

4vent;c ¼ ðUv þ cleakÞðXc � VcÞ (14)

Qvent;q ¼
�
ccap;q;vUv þ cai;ou

�ðXT � VTÞ (15)

Qrad;q ¼ crad;qVrad (16)

4transp;h ¼
�
1�ecpl;dXd

�
cv;pl;ai

�
cv;1

cRðXTþ cT;absÞe
cv;2XT=ðXTþcv;3Þ �Xh

�
(17)

4vent;h ¼ ðUc þ cleakÞðXh � VhÞ (18)

ccap;w ¼ rwCwVw (19)

Qws ¼ cws

�
crad;rfVrad þ hlightUl

�
(20)

Qwin ¼ ainAwðXw � XTÞ (21)

Qwout ¼ aoutAwðXw � VTÞ (22)

As to the two time-scale decomposition,Xd is the slow state,

while Xc, XT, Xh and Xw are fast states describing greenhouse

climate. For further details, such as the subscripts of the con-

stantmodelparameters and their correspondingvalues, aswell

as the physical meaning of variables, see van Henten (2003).

To apply the time-scale decomposition, a state-space rep-

resentation of the model in which fast and slow parts of the

state are distinguished, is required,

x ¼

2
66664

Xd

Xc

XT

Xh

Xw

3
77775; xs ¼ Xd; xf ¼

2
664
Xc

XT

Xh

Xw

3
775 (23)

In Eq. (23) x is the full state, xs the “slow state” and xf the

“fast state”. Eqns. 8e12 are the corresponding first-order
differential equations. The control input vector and external

input vector are respectively,

u ¼

2
66664

Uc

Uq

Uv

Ub

Ul

3
77775;d ¼

2
664
Vrad

VT

Vc

Vh

3
775 (24)

2.2. Control objective and bounds

The economic performance measure is selected to be profit,

which is maximised by the optimal control. The specification

of profit P is partly taken from van Henten (2003),

P ¼ cpri;1 þ cpri;2Xd

�
tf
��

Ztf
t0

�
cCO2

UcðtÞ þ cqUqðtÞ þ cvUvðtÞ

þ celUlðtÞ
�
dt (25)

In Eq. (25) cpri;1 þ cpri;2Xdðtf Þ represents money obtained from

selling all harvested crops Xdðtf Þ. Since cpri;1 is a constant, it

does not affect the maximisation but does influence the profit

obtained by the grower. The expression cpri;1 þ cpri;2Xdðtf Þ re-

sults from an investigation into prices obtained for crops by

different growers (van Henten, 2003). In Eq. (25)

cCO2UcðtÞ þ cqUqðtÞ þ cvUvðtÞ þ celUlðtÞ represents running costs

associated with CO2 supply, heating, ventilation, and supple-

mental light respectively. Parameter value cv ¼ 2.226

10�6 $ m�3 is based on the ratio of cost associated with

ventilation and CO2 supply as specified by Ioslovich (2009).

Because ventilation is thought to be performed by a ventila-

tion fan, costs associated with ventilation should not be

neglected. Parameter value cel ¼ 1.325 10�8 $ J�1 is found from

Heuvelink and Challa (1989). These authors, like van Henten

(2003), use the old Dutch currency Hfl that has disappeared.

Nowadays an exchange rate of 0.53 from Hfl to American

dollar $ applies to determine the current economic value. Like

van Henten (2003), this paper considers lettuce cultivation and

the current price of lettuce in China corresponds approxi-

mately to the old price in Hfl used throughout this paper.

Because the crop model does not properly describe crop

response to extreme values of temperature, humidity and CO2

concentration, these greenhouse state variables are upper and

lower bounded. van Henten (2003) uses penalty functions to

penalise violations of these bounds. Penalty functions translate

bound violations into additional costs. This translation is diffi-

cult to design. Growers generally judge such violations very

harmful and therefore want to totally prevent them. Since our

optimal control software is capable of solving optimal control

problems with both state and control bounds, we decided to

implement the upper and lower bounds of state variables.

These bounds are recorded in Table 1 where RXh is relative hu-

midity. The bounds on control variables are recorded inTable 2.

2.3. Two time-scale receding horizon optimal control
system

2.3.1. Introduction
Time-scale decomposition within optimal control of green-

house cultivation was introduced by van Henten (1994), see

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2018.05.002
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Table 1 e Bounds on greenhouse staste variables.

State variable Xc XT RXh

Upper bound 2.75 10�3 40.0 0.9

Lower bound 0 6.5 0

Table 2 e Bounds on control inputs.

Control input Uc Uq Uv Ub Ul

Upper bound 1.2 10�6 150 7.5 10�3 1 400

Lower bound 0 0 0 0 0

b i o s y s t em s e n g i n e e r i n g 1 7 1 ( 2 0 1 8 ) 2 0 5e2 1 9210
also van Henten and Bontsema (2009) and van Straten, van

Willigenburg, van Henten, and van Ooteghem (2011). Ordi-

nary time-scale decomposition within optimal control is

based on singular perturbation theory (Kokotovi�c, Khalil, &

O'reilly, 1986). In the case of greenhouse cultivation howev-

er, adjustments are required. This is caused by the weather

acting as an external input that permanently excites the fast

dynamics of the greenhouse climate. In conventional singular

perturbation theory, excitation of the fast dynamics only oc-

curs very shortly just after the initial time and just before the

final time. A block diagram of two time-scale receding horizon

optimal control system is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the main

extension of the original scheme of van Henten (1994) is the

introduction of climate state Xw, as well as control inputs Ub

and Ul.

The receding horizon optimal controller (RHOC) in the

inner loop only uses the fast dynamics concerning the

greenhouse climate. In addition it requires the state and co-

state obtained from the optimal control computation in the

outer loop. The co-state equals the marginal value of crop dry

weight that determines partly the cost function used by the

RHOC in the inner loop.

The outer loop uses the estimated or measured crop state,

a long term weather prediction and the control objective to

compute an optimal control. The control objective is max-

imisation of profit, which comes down to maximising Eq. (25).

Computation of Eq. (25) requires the price of heat energy, CO2,

ventilation, supplemental artificial light, and the auction price

for selling harvested crops. The optimal control computation

is performed at least once, at the start of the season, for the

entire growing season. But it may be repeated several times

during the growing season to enhance accuracy (van Henten,

1994; van Henten & Bontsema, 2009).

The optimal control computation in the outer loop uses a

static approximation of the greenhouse climate dynamics
Fig. 2 e Two time-scale receding horizo
obtained by setting to zero all associated state derivatives

being dXc
dt ,

dXT
dt ,

dXh
dt and dXw

dt in Eqns. 9e12. This is acceptable

because the long-term weather predictions only represent

slow weather variations not exciting the fast greenhouse dy-

namics. Next to the static approximation, the slow dynamics

given by Eq. (8) are used to compute the optimal control in the

outer loop. Onemay state that the outer loop controls the slow

dynamics while the inner loop controls the fast dynamics.

2.3.2. Optimal control of crop growth
The long-termweather prediction is based on hourly recorded

weather data from the Netherlands that provides Vrad, VT, and

Vh (Breuer and van de Braak, 1989). For Vc we assume a fixed

value. These data are depicted in Fig. 3 together with Chinese

weather data (Beijing October 21 2015 to December 9 2015 from

China's meteorological administration) that we only collected

very recently. From Fig. 3 the main difference is that solar

radiation in China is higher. This is the reason why CSGs have

a north wall that stores solar heat to try to prevent too low

temperatures at night. Also the CO2 concentration in China is

higher. From the perspective of lettuce cultivation, Chinese

weather thus appears somewhatmore beneficial. Using Dutch

weather therefore leads to economic results being somewhat

conservative.

The optimal control computations are performed using

Matlab optimal control software called PROPT (Rutquist &

Edvall, 2010) which is part of Tomlab, a series of Matlab

Toolboxes facilitating a large variety of optimisations per-

formed by specialised software. Optimal control computa-

tions performed by PROPT are indeed “lightning fast” as

advertised. They rely on polynomial approximations of func-

tions and pseudo-spectral collocation transforming the

problem into a nonlinear programming problem (Ross &

Fahroo, 2004) that is solved very efficiently. Applying the two

time-scale decomposition, the optimal control computation in

the outer loop considers the greenhouse dynamics to be static.

This comes down to setting to zero the state derivatives in Eqs.

(9)e(11). This turns them into algebraic equations relating the

states algebraically to control as well as external weather in-

puts. One prefers a closed form solution to these algebraic

equations expressing the states as functions of the control

and external weather inputs. This prevents the use of iterative

algorithms to compute numerical solutions which very much

destroys computational efficiency. Our analysis, presented in

the Appendix, reveals that Xc is found from solving a

quadratic equation in Xc for which the closed form solution is

well known, although not necessarily unique. In our applica-

tion only real solutions occurred of which we took the largest
n optimal control system (TTRHOC).
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Fig. 3 e Dutch and Chinese external weather data over 50 days.
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which most of the time appeared to be correct when

compared to the true dynamic behaviour. States XT, Xh and Xw

can be directly expressed as functions of control and weather

inputs. The bounds on Xc, XT, and Xh, given by Table 1, thus

turn into more complicated but directly computable bounds

on the control inputs. Notice that crop dry weight Xd is the

only state that remains, while the number of control inputs

still equals 5. These must be computed to satisfy the directly

computable control bounds we just mentioned while at the

same time maximising cost function (25).

To obtain a solution from the Matlab optimal control

software PROPT we had to scale Xc, XT, Xh and Xw, which are

quasi steady states, as well as state Xd and also all 5 controls

Uc, Uq, Uv, Ub, and Ul such that their maximum values all

become in the order of one. Also the final time was scaled to

one. Although PROPT offers an auto-scaling option, it did not

solve our problem. Moreover we had to recompute the solu-

tion several times while increasing the number of collocation

points used by the algorithm up to 600, to finally obtain a so-

lution with sufficient accuracy. Collocation points are time

points where the polynomial approximations have to satisfy

exactly conditions related to the optimal control problem and

its solution (Ross & Fahroo, 2004; Rutquist & Edvall, 2010). As

to the smoothedweather data, required by the optimal control

computation, we simply took twelve samples from the hourly

recorded weather data each day (so one every 2 h) making the
total number of samples equal to the number of collocation

points.

2.3.3. Receding horizon optimal control of greenhouse climate
The inner loop of the two time-scale optimal controller is a

RHOC. It controls the fast dynamics corresponding to the

greenhouse climate, represented by states Xc, XT, Xh and Xw in

Eqs. 9e12. The RHOC is an on-line digital optimal controller

with a sampling period of 2 min and a control horizon of 1 h.

Although the piecewise constant controls are updated every

2 min, in computing them a sampling period of 20 min is

assumed. This is done to increase the sensitivity of the per-

formance to the first in time control inputs, which are the only

ones used for control. These choices are further motivated by

arguments presented by van Willigenburg, van Henten, and

van Meurs (2000). The cost function used by the RHOC,

denoted by JRHOC, is given by,

JRHOC ¼
Ztf
t0

�
cCO2

UcðtÞ þ cqUqðtÞ þ cvUvðtÞ þ celUlðtÞ
�

� lTs fs
�
xs; xf ;u

�
dt (26)

The cost function in Eq. (26) contains the slow crop state

xs ¼ Xd as well as the “slow” co-state ls as represented by

Fig. 2. Both are obtained from the optimal control computation
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in the outer loop. Both xs and ls must be stored in the RHOC

controller memory. The algorithm to compute digital optimal

piecewise constant controls is described by van Straten et al.

(2011). To speed up convergence of this algorithm, it is ini-

tialised with a solution of the same optimal control problem

found using PROPT again. The continuous time optimal con-

trol found by PROPT is averaged over each sampling period of

20 min providing a piecewise constant control that is close to

optimal. This piecewise constant control initialises the digital

optimal control computation. In this manner, on average, the

digital optimal control computation finishes within 40 s and

thus allows for real-time implementation given the sampling

period of 2 min.
Fig. 4 e Outside temperature over full growing period.

Table 3 e Conventional CSG versus optimally controlled
CSG.

Greenhouse Profit ($ m�2) Crop yield (kg m�2)

Conventional CSG 1.5565 0.0710

Conventional CSG

with ventilation

3.7169 0.3258

Optimally controlled

CSG with CO2 supply,

heating, and ventilation

4.9158 0.4890
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Introduction

The economic improvements from adding heating, CO2 sup-

ply, ventilation and artificial light controlled by an optimal

control system to a CSG are presented. The optimal control

and simulation of the greenhouse-crop dynamics involve two

time-scales. Therefore comparisons are made over two days,

while other comparisons are made over the full growing

period. Comparisons made over the full growing period

consider the fast dynamics and weather changes to be static.

In doing so, fast changes of state bound violations, such as the

ones related to greenhouse temperature and humidity, are

ignored in making these comparisons. Only slow changes of

state bound violations are incorporated. Fast changes of state

bound violations are considered in the comparisons made

over two days. But comparisonsmade over two days obviously

(partly) ignore the long-term behaviour. By taking two repre-

sentative days however, these comparisons are still mean-

ingful. The two time-scales thus clearly complicate the

making of comparisons. This complication should be kept in

mindwhile judging the comparisons presented in this section.

Also in judging the calculated profits, one should keep inmind

that long-term investment like renting or building a CSG,

including the proposed extensions, are not considered, as in

van Henten (2003).

3.2. Comparisons over the full growing period

When comparing the conventional CSG with one that is

optimally controlledwith heating, CO2 supply, ventilation, but

no LED lighting, the first thing to note is that the latter

greenhouse can be used much more often in China. This

clearly is a big advantage caused mainly by the fact that too

low greenhouse temperatures occurring in colder periods in

China can be prevented by heating. Although the north wall,

which is part of any conventional CSG, also tries to achieve

this, it is much less successful because it cannot be controlled

but fully depends on climate conditions. As one example, the

weather data presented in section 2.3.2 which is used to make

most of the comparisons presented in this paper, is unsuitable

for the conventional CSG.

The first comparison presented in this section therefore

considers a full growing period in which the greenhouse
temperature in the conventional CSG does not go too low. The

outside temperature during this growing period is shown in

Fig. 4 and is obtained by selecting a suitable period of the

weather data of Breuer and van de Braak (1989). The first row

of Table 3 records the economic performance of the conven-

tional CSG, when the thermal blanket is fully raised at 8.00 AM

and fully dropped at 8.00 PM, and when windows are perma-

nently closed to prevent too low temperatures at the expense

of not allowing for ventilation. The second row of Table 3

considers the same situation except for the fact that ventila-

tion occurs since windows are now opened at all times where

the thermal blanket is raised. This leads to a huge increase of

138% in profit and 359% in crop yield showing the importance

of ventilation. Ventilation prevents high humidity that very

much harms crop growth. Also it lets in CO2 from outside,

which is important for crop growth. But allowing for ventila-

tion is only possible in conventional CSG when outside tem-

peratures are not too low. The last row of Table 3 shows

results when heating, CO2 supply and ventilation are installed

and controlled by the optimal control system. This leads to

another 32% increase in profit and 50% in crop yield, together

with improved satisfaction of state bounds.

So even though the outside temperature is suitable for the

conventional CSG, both profit and yield improve significantly

when introducing heating, CO2 supply, and ventilation

together with the optimal control system.

By using the weather data presented in section 2.3.2, which

are unsuitable for the conventional CSG, the profit and crop
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Table 4 e Profit and crop yield over 50 days in different
optimally controlled greenhouses.

Greenhouse Profit ($ m�2) Crop yield (kg m�2)

DG without LED 1.7437 0.13

DG with LED 3.8213 1.53

CSG without LED 1.8232 0.13

CSG with LED 4.3248 1.62
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yield for different greenhouses are compared in Table 4. In

each case profit is maximised bymeans of the optimal control

system. The DG ’s are mentioned because they are taken as

the starting point for modelling the CSG.

From Table 4 observe the significant economic gain by

adding supplemental artificial LED lighting to both the DG and

CSG, being 119% and 137% respectively. The economic gain of

the CSGs, as compared to the DGs, relates mainly to the

thermal blanket that prevents heat loss to the environment.

The difference between the optimally controlled CSG without

LED results of Tables 4 and 3, is mainly caused by the differ-

ence in solar radiation during the growing period, which is

significantly lower in the case of Table 4. As with all economic

gains presented in this section, remarks made in the intro-

ductory section 3.1 are in order. Moreover, although more

profit is obtained fromwarmweather, greenhouse cultivation

in winter is still necessary because of resident need supported

by government subsidy.

Table 4 also shows a spectacular increase of harvested crop

dry mass with more than a factor 10 due to supplemental LED

lighting. Profit increases by a smaller factor because of the

additional energy costs to power the LED's. When considering

the ratio of crop wet weight and crop dry weight to be around

21 (van Henten, 1994), 1.53 and 1.62 kg m�2 crop dry weight in

Table 4 are rather unrealistic. As shown by Engindeniz and

Tuzel (2006), 11.56e13.20 kg m�2 wet weight lettuce can be

harvested in an organic greenhouse.When applying the factor

21 this amounts to 0.55e0.63 kg m�2 dry weight. Lin et al.

(2013) also showed that lettuce can be harvested using LED

lighting within 20 days. So lettuce crop cultivation in opti-

mally controlled CSG with LED in shorter than 50 days is

advisable. Therefore we performed a series of optimal control

computations for shorter growing periods, the results of

which are shown in Table 5. From this Table shorter growing

periods appear to be bothmore realistic and profitable. Taking

the 20 days growing period, the profit per day is calculated to

be 0.154 $ m�2 day�1. For the optimally controlled CSG, but

without LED lighting, this number is found from Table 4 to be

0.091 $ m�2 day�1. This comes down to an economic gain of

69% obtained from adding LED lighting.
Table 5eOptimally controlled CSGwith LED lighting over
different growing periods.

Days Profit ($ m�2) Crop yield (kg m�2)

10 2.0511 0.48

20 3.0846 0.96

30 3.6305 1.31

40 3.9591 1.49
Fixed growing periods of 20 and 50 days were selected

because these are generally necessary and sufficient to grow a

proper lettuce crop under the specified conditions. An inter-

esting suggestion raised by a reviewer is to not harvest lettuce

after a fixed time, but once it is fully grown. This would turn

the optimal control problem into one with a free final time

that can also be solved by Tomlab. On the other hand,

scheduling arrangements concerning the delivery of lettuce to

sellers or customers generally demand a fixed harvest time.

To further illustrate the results in Table 4 the trajectory of

crop drymassXd, being the slow state, aswell as the trajectory

of the slow co-state ls are drawn in the case of the DG.

Note that the slow co-state trajectory is required for the

two-time scale receding horizon optimal control system in

Fig. 2. The plots in Fig. 5 are obtained from the open loop

optimal control computation representing the outer-loop in

Fig. 2, as described in section 2.3.1. In the case of the optimally

controlled CSG, the plots in Fig. 5 are almost identical. This is

another confirmation of the fact that the thermal blanket

saves heat energy loss to the environment which reduces

heating costs to realise optimal greenhouse temperature tra-

jectories. Apart from this, the optimal behaviour is almost

identical, as confirmed by the crop growth that is (almost)

unchanged. The optimal control computations underlying

Fig. 5 are time-consuming even when performed by PROPT,

that is known to be very efficient. Usually these optimal con-

trol computations have to be performed only once, before the

start of the growing period, so they can be performed off-line

(see section 2.3.2). Finally we note that Fig. 5 may be compared

with a similar optimal control computation performed by van

Henten and Bontsema (2009). Differences are mainly caused

by different weather conditions and initial crop dry weight.

Plots similar to Fig. 5 but relating to the cases in Table 4

with LED lighting are found in Fig. 6. Again the graphs for

the DG and the CSG are similar, although this time the crop

dry weight is slightly higher in case of the CSG. As compared

to the cases without LED lighting, the graphs are smoother

because the optimal control uses LED lighting to also realise

crop growth during night time. As to LED lighting during night

time, according to a review published by Velez-Ramirez et al.

(2011), continuous lighting during both day and night is

feasible and beneficial to speed up lettuce growth. This can

also be seen from the optimal control patterns of LED lighting

shown in Fig. 7. Although a daily dark phase may not be

needed to grow leafy plants like lettuce, the biology of other

plants may require this. Modelling this biology then results in

optimal lighting patterns having dark periods. From the co-

state in Fig. 6 co-state values are high before the fifth day.

This accounts for the high significance of an early investment

in the cultivation. These values are slowly rising after the fifth

day since more dry mass brings more profit because each unit

of dry mass contributes to growth.

3.3. Comparisons over two representative days

The two representative days, used for comparison, were

selected based on weather that was rather favourable to crop

growth but at the same time requiring energy supply to meet

state bounds. Also we preferred two days not at the very start

or end of the growing period. This resulted in selecting days 10
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Fig. 5 e Optimal slow state and co-state trajectory.

Fig. 6 e Optimal slow state and co-state trajectory with LED

lighting in DG and CSG.

Fig. 7 e Optimal control pattern of LED lighting in DG and

CSG.
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and 11. The optimal control over days 10 and 11was computed

using PROPT with 576 collocation points (one each 5 min, see

also section 2.3.2).

As to economic performance and crop growth, in Table 6

large differences occur only between greenhouses with and

without LED lighting. From the previous section recall that

LED lighting requires shortening the growing period from 50 to

around 20 days. Therefore, in the case of supplemental LED

lighting, days 10 and 11 are midway the growing period

whereas they are much more at the beginning of the growing

period if no LED lighting is used. This explains the major dif-

ferences in Table 6.

The results of the optimally controlled CSG with LED,

which has a thermal blanket and a north wall not present in

DG, appear slightly worse in Table 6 when compared to the

corresponding DG. This opposes the results of Table 4 where

these results are better. The most likely reason is that Table 6

concerns results over a very short period of two days, not

(fully) representative for results over the whole growing sea-

son as represented by Table 4 (see also the remarks in section

3.1).

The most important reason to consider the performance

over two days is to see whether state bounds are satisfied on

this time-scale. Figure 8 confirms this for all 4 greenhouses

considered in Tables 4 and 6. They are obtained from a single

open loop optimal control computation over days 10 and 11.

Observe that, apart from the beginning and end, the CO2
Table 6 e Profit and crop yield over 2 days in different
optimally controlled greenhouses.

Greenhouse Increased
profit
($ m�2)

Start crop
dry mass
(kg m�2)

End crop
dry mass
(kg m�2)

Relative
increase of

crop dry mass
(100%)

DG without

LED

0.0363 0.0107 0.0172 60%

DG with LED 0.1806 0.1535 0.2018 31%

CSG without

LED

0.0371 0.0102 0.0164 61%

CSG with LED 0.1743 0.1732 0.2168 25%
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Fig. 8 e State trajectories and bounds of different optimally controlled greenhouses.

Table 7e Profit and crop yield obtainedwith the TTRHOC.

Greenhouse Profit ($ m�2) Crop yield (kg m�2)

CSG with LED (20 days

under cold weather)

2.0586 0.5495

CSG without LED (50 days

under warm weather)

5.4921 0.5746
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concentration for these greenhouses with LED lighting is at

the upper bound all the time. Since LED lighting enables

continuous growth, maximising the CO2 concentration max-

imises crop growth which appears to be optimal in these

greenhouses because this maximises the LED energy and CO2

investment pay-off. Similar changes happen to temperature

which is kept above its lower bound to promote crop growth.

Note that transient behaviours naturally occur at the begin-

ning and end of the time interval over which optimal controls

are computed, because of initial and terminal conditions.

Adding a passive wall to the CSG increases its heat capacity,

which results in reduced temperature changes as can be seen

from the greenhouse temperatures in DG and CSG without

LED in Fig. 8.

3.4. Performance of the two time-scale receding horizon
optimal control system (TTRHOC)

From the performance comparisons in sections 3.2 and 3.3,

the CSG with LED over a growing period of 20 days comes out

as very favourable (see Tables 4 and 5). Therefore it was

selected for performance evaluation of the two time-scale

optimal control system in Fig. 2, which is presented in this

section. The performance comparisons in sections 3.2 and 3.3

were based on single open loop optimal control computations
for the full growing period and days 10 and 11. The two time-

scale receding horizon optimal control system (TTRHOC) in

Fig. 2 repeats optimal control computations in the inner loop,

representing the RHOC as described in section 2.3.3. This

realises feedback to counteract modelling and measurement

errors, as well as errors in weather predictions that have not

been considered so far. As also described and motivated in

section 2.3.3, these optimal control computations use the ‘lazy

man’ weather prediction while the horizon is selected to be

1 h only. Doing so causes results to deviate from the optimal

ones (assuming no errors occur). Therefore we decided not to

add any artificial errors in simulating the two time-scale

receding horizon optimal control system in Fig. 2. The profit

obtained from simulating the optimal control system, as well

as the crop yield, is specified in the first row of Table 7. Plots of

both the slow and fast states are given in Fig. 9. Especially
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Fig. 9 e Slow and fast state behaviour of the TTRHOC.
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control patterns of CO2 supply, ventilation and thermal blan-

ket opening are shown in Fig. 10. Results obtained over 50 days

from the same CSG but without LED, and weather data as

depicted in section 3.2, are shown in the second rowof Table 7.

The real harvested crop dry mass obtained with the

TTHROC, as shown in first row of Table 7, is approaching the

value given by Engindeniz and Tuzel (2006). This shows that 20

days is a proper choice for cultivation with LED lighting.

Comparing the first row of Table 7 with the second row of

Table 5 we see a significant decrease of profit and crop yield in

TTRHOC. This decrease has two causes. Firstly, as we just

mentioned, the TTRHOC will have some performance loss

because it uses the ‘lazy man’ weather prediction and a time

horizon of just 1 h in the inner RHOC loop. Secondly and more

importantly, as already mentioned in section 3.1, values in

Table 5 discard state bound violations happening at the fast

time-scale. These are considered and respected by the

TTRHOC, at the expense of performance, as can be seen from

Fig. 9.

By comparing the last row of Table 7 with the last row of

Table 3 however, we see that with higher average tempera-

tures, violating state bounds on the fast time-scale is much

less of a problem. At the same time, considering fast light

variations in particular, will generally improve growth and
profit. These altogether account for the higher profit and crop

dry mass in TTRHOC when there are not that many state

constraint violations.

Finally one may wonder how ventilation and CO2 supply

can co-exist in greenhouses, since ventilationmay lead to CO2

leakage. As shown in Fig. 10, ventilation only happens when

the CO2 concentration is low. So although there may be some

CO2 leakage, optimal control computations ensure that this

type of control is still economically optimal. This reveals the

relatively high economic importance of controlling humidity.
4. Conclusions

Extending a Chinese solar greenhouse with heating, CO2

supply, and ventilation controlled by a two time-scale

receding horizon optimal control system significantly im-

proves its economic performance up to 32%. Moreover these

extensions enable application in regions and during time-

periods in China where the climate is too cold to perform

cultivation using the conventional Chinese solar greenhouse.

If one furthermore adds LED lighting, another very significant

improvement of economic performance is achieved up to 69%.

These conclusions were obtained from optimal control
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Fig. 10 e Control patterns of CO2 supply, ventilation, and thermal blanket.
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computations and simulations concerning lettuce cultivation

in a Chinese solar greenhouse. When one also introduces LED

lighting, the lettuce cultivation time can be substantially

shortened. In our study it went down from 50 to 20 days.

The prospects of implementing the proposed extensions in

current conventional Chinese solar greenhouses look very

good from an economic and technological point of view, since

the costs of the additional equipment and software is rela-

tively low. As demonstrated in this paper the two time-scale

receding horizon optimal control system can run in real-

time on an ordinary personal computer. As to safety, we

propose that all equipment can be turned on and off manu-

ally, overruling computer control in case of computer failure

or malfunctioning. Of course the extensions require sufficient

electrical energy to be available. Also they no longer keep the

conventional Chinese solar greenhouse energy neutral. As to

the latter, technological developments such as solar collectors

and sophisticated energy storage and release systems may

help to make the Chinese solar greenhouse energy neutral

again. But when considering such advanced technologies one

should also consider improving the simple conventional Chi-

nese solar greenhouse construction. The results obtained in

this paper suggest that a first major step to improve economic

feasibility and performance of the Chinese solar greenhouse
would be to install all extensions proposed in this paper,

including LED lighting.

As to the possible implementation and performance in

practice of our TTRHOC, the following is also important to

note. The abilities and success of the TTRHOC rely on the real

weather, the quality of the greenhouse-crop model and the

short and long term weather predictions, as well as the se-

lection of the cost function. However, errors in the model and

weather predictions are partly suppressed by feedback

inherently present in our TTRHOC.

The economic analysis presented in this paper fully relies

on the Chinese solar greenhouse-cropmodel also presented in

this paper. Although thismodel was developed from results in

the literature, and therefore captures themain features, it still

requires validation concerning both model parameters and

model structure. Furthermore the economic analysis

excluded fixed long-term investments associated with renting

or building a greenhouse including its equipment. The optimal

control methodology used in this paper however, is able to

incorporate these. Also the methodology allows one to use

and combine criteria different from just economic ones.

Combining economic and sustainability criteria is an attrac-

tive option. All these are clearly important topics for future

research.
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Appendix. Quasi steady state computation

Uq �
�
ccap;q;vUv þ cai;ou

�ðXT � VTÞ þ crad;qVrad þ cwinðXw � XTÞ ¼ 0

(27)

��
ccap;q;vUv þ cai;ou þ cwin

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

a1

XT þ cwinXw

þ Uq þ
�
ccap;q;vUv þ cai;ou

�
VT þ crad;qVrad|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

c1

¼ 0
(28)

cws

�
crad;rfVradþhlightUl

�
�cwinðXw�XTÞ� cwoutðXw�VTÞ¼0 (29)

cwinXT�ðcwin þ cwoutÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
b2

Xw þ cws

�
crad;rfVrad þ hlightUl

�
þ cwoutVT|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

c2

¼ 0

(30)

	
a1XT þ cwinXw þ c1 ¼ 0
cwinXT þ b2Xw þ c2 ¼ 0

(31)

XT ¼ c2cwin � b2c1
a1b2 � c2win

(32)

Xw ¼ c1cwin � a1c2
a1b2 � c2win

(33)

_XT and _Xw are set to zero as in (27) and (29). XT and Xw are then

found from (32) and (33).

Quasi steady state Xh notations:

4vent;h ¼ ðUv þ cleakÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Uvcl

ðXh � VhÞ ¼ UvclðXh � VhÞ (34)

4transp;h ¼ �
1� ecpl;dXd

�
cv;pl;ai|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

f3

0
BBBBB@

cv;1
cRðXT þ cT;absÞe

cv;2XT=ðXTþcv;3Þ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

f4

� Xh

1
CCCCCA

¼ f3
�
f4 � Xh

�
(35)

Quasi steady state Xh equations and computations:

4transp;h � 4vent;h ¼ 0 (36)

f3
�
f4 � Xh

�� UvclðXh � VhÞ ¼ 0 (37)

�
f3 þ Uvcl

�
Xh ¼ f3f4 þ UvclVh (38)
Xh ¼ f3f4 þ UvclVh

f3 þ Uvcl
(39)

_Xh is set to zero as in (36). Xh is then found from (39) with XT

given by (32).

Quasi steady state Xc notations:

4phot;c¼
�
1�ecpl;dXd

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

cXd

crad;photVrad �� cCO2;1X2
TþcCO2;2XT�cCO2;3

�ðXC�cGÞ
crad;photVrad|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

cVr

þ �� cCO2;1X
2
TþcCO2;2XT�cCO2;3

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

cT

ðXC�cGÞ

(40)

4phot;c ¼
cXdcVrcTðXC � cGÞ
cVr þ cTðXC � cGÞ (41)

4vent;c ¼ ðUv þ cleakÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Uvcl

ðXc � VcÞ ¼ UvclðXc � VcÞ (42)

cDU ¼ cresp;cXd2
ð0:1XT�2:5Þ þ Uc (43)

Quasi steady state Xc equations and computations:

4phot;c þ 4vent;c�cresp;cXd2
ð0:1XT�2:5Þ � Uc|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
�cDU

¼ 0 (44)

cXdcVrcTðXc � cGÞ
cVr þ cTðXc � cGÞ þ UvclðXc � VcÞ � cDU ¼ 0 (45)

cXdcVrcTðXc � cGÞ þ ðUvclðXc � VcÞ � cDUÞðcVr þ cTðXc � cGÞÞ ¼ 0

(46)

By setting _Xc to zero as in (44), Xcis found from (46) which is

a quadratic equation,

aX2
c þ bXc þ c ¼ 0 (47)

with,

a ¼ UvclcT (48)

b ¼ cXdcVrcT þ UvclcVr � UvclcTcG � UvclVccT � cDUcT (49)

c ¼ �cXdcVrcTcG � UvclVccVr � UvclcDUcVr þ UvclVccTcG � cDUcVr

þ cDUcTcG (50)
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